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"Ohhhh, back Jo school,
back to school, to prove to
dad I'm not a fool"
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First phase of card 490
system completed
By Sarah Core
Managing Editor

Billy Madison

-

The first phase of the College's
one-car- d
system, which began this
summer, was completed last weekend, after suffering what college
officials describe as ''glitches" during students' moving-i- n hours.
A new one-car- d
system, provided by the company Best Access
System, replaced the old C.O.W.
cards, which college officials said
in April were outdated and
becoming more expensive to
maintain.
The
One Card
Initiative
replaced all exterior door and
meal access card readers and
eliminated the need for metal door
keys in two residential halls,
Bornhuetter and Stevenson.
"Once it gets going," said
Cheryl Sandor, the new coordinator of Keys and IDs, "I think it
will be a nice system." According
to Keys and IDs, the card printing
problem, which left many students returning to campus without
IDs, occurred because the office
ran out of printer ribbon, which
had to be specially ordered.
:

make class of '08

By Liz Miller
News Editor

Lynn Cornelius, director of
Security, said many students didn't have pictures until they got to
campus last weekend, which is
part of the reason why the office
ran out of ribbon.
She said the new system is more
and easier to work
with the technical support.
"Since this system is new to all
of us I can tell you there will be
little glitches here and there," said
Cornelius. "We are working with
the technicians from Best to help
work out these minor problems."
Student Keys and IDs employee
Kimberly Chin-se- e
'07 said that
while the office is experiencing
some adjustments to how the card
system is run, she is seeing the
effects of it "It's a
lot easier to use," she said.
Dia Miller, the former Keys and
IDs coordinator who resigned this
summer, declined to comment.
Students who were without
keycards this weekend, however,
are wary of the new system.
"It was just a really bad experience to get into my, room this

mid-Septembe-

The Office of Admissions is
fled by the decrease in students.
Director of Admissions Paul
Deutsch said the number of
enrolled first year students is
"around 30 less than where we
baf-

Last Wednesday, Aug. 25, the
Class of 2008 paraded through
Kauke Arch, bringing with
them many of the same qualities as'2003's
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attend.
boom,
wanted to be." He estimated that
Deutsch said the recruitment
which yielded 559 first year stunumber will dip down to 484 once
strategies were similar and the
dents and resulted in a scramble
a final count of enrolled students
monetary aid packages offered
for housing space.
has been taken.
the same dollar amounts as the
Director of Residential Life
calDeutsch emphasized that the
previous year. The average grant
and Housing David M. Brown
iber of the incoming students has
increased about $500.
said because of the smaller class
not changed, just their class size.
This, coupled with a tuition
size, his office will have "much
"The quality is almost identical to
increase of $2,000, meant a
more flexibility for the room
last year's class," he said.
change process, which opens in
See "2008," page 2.

year's

See "Cards," page 3
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Current college campaign on way to goal
By Justin Hart
News Editor"

quiet phase of the campaign,

'

The
Minds
Independent
Campaign has raised $90 million
dollars for the College in the past
four years, getting closer to the
administration's goal of $122 million by June 2007.

"The

Independent

Minds

Campaign is seven years long. It
started July 1, 2000 and it will
conclude June 30, 2007," said
College of Wooster President R.
Stanton Hales.
"The public phase of the campaign started with this announcement last Oct 2003," Hales said.
r .l
i
im
uiai ... is wnai
i nc pcnouj tociurc
we call the leadership phase or the

current operations, money we can
jnghiclLwe. attempttCLgatherspend as it comesin- more than half of the campaign
The College's plans call for par
goal from the closest friends of ticular amounts of money for each
the College."
separate purpose.
Vice President of Development
"We're looking for 53 million
Sara Patton explained that the
in new endowment and 47 million for new construction and
reason for the quiet phase of the
renovation and then 22 million in
campaign was to raise enough
dur- -

money to make the final goal
seem attainable once the campaign became public.
The funds raised by
Minds Campaign are
planned to have specific uses.
"It's a comprehensive campaign
model, which means basically that
it's for capital building funds ...
and renovation funds," said
Patton. "It's for new endowment
funds and it includes funds for

Trustee Bill Longbrake '65 and
Jiiswif eMartha provided the
funds for Longbrake Student
Wellness Center.
Ron Bornhuetter 53, another
trustee, gave half of the money

for

gifts for current operations,"
Patton said.
.

"

the-Independe-

nt

Gifts from the campaign have
already paid for the construction
of four new buildings on campus.
Morgan
D.
The Burton
Foundation gave the money for
the College to build Burton D.
Morgan Hall.
Stan and Flo Gault's contribution financed the construction of
Gault Admissions Center.

.

the

construction

of

Bornhuetter Hall.
"Most of the money being
raised for endowment is going to
go for faculty and for student
financial aid," Patton said.
"That will be of interest to students, because every time we get
an endowed scholarship, that's
not
going to benefit students
only students that are here now,
.but students who' will be at
Wooster in the future."
"The funds we use for buildings
are totally unrelated to your

tuition," said Patton. "We build
buildingswith gift monies that are
earmarked for that purpose.
"These are capital gifts, and
they're nothing to do with the
annual operating budget."
"Your tuition and fees support
the annual operating budget," she
said," "so you don't need to worry
if you see a new building coming
up, that weie going to try to pay
for it out of your tuition, because
that's not the way it works."
Hales concurred that building
funds are not taken from tuition.

"There's

no

connection

between those at all," Hales said.
"Wooster has always followed a
policy ... that we will not start on
a building until we've raised all
the money for it"

Mews
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Smaller class size Speakers praise learning
than desired for '08
2008
continued from p.

1

College of Wooster education cost
the Class of 2008 $.1,500 more
than it did for the Class of 2007 in
their first year, as financial aid did
not increase in proportion to
tuition.
"The average aid award to
entering students," said Director
of Financial Aid David Miller,
"is almost identical to the average aid awarded to sophomores
and juniors."
The financial aid policy is set by
President R. Stanton Hales, as recommended to him by the Financial
Advisory Committee, which is
composed of the president, the three
vice presidents, the three deans and
six faculty representatives.
"Based on a careful analysis of
financial aid data over time, we
believed the college was spending
more than necessary to enroll a
class of the size and quality we
desired," said Hales.
He said the group decided to
experiment this year, increasing
the financial aid budget less than
'
they had in past years.
,

"The result," said Hales, "was a
first year class about 20 students
smaller than what we were aiming
for, but which met or exceeded our
goals in every other aspect"
While financial aid was a factor
in deciding to attend Wooster,
many first years list other reasons
besides the aid packages.
Rand Pearson '08 said he is
attending Wooster "basically just
to play baseball," even though he
received larger scholarships from
other colleges and universities.
As for Eric Rogers '08, he said
he is attending Wooster because it
is close to home and "it's fun wearing a kilt."
Deutsch said the "overall profile" of a college determines how
much it can charge per student.
This profile includes but is not limited to its selectivity and the quality and diversity of its students.
The College was about three
percentage points less selective
than it was in admitting the
Class of 2007, something attributed to a
pool of students who expressed
intent in coming to Wooster.
less-than-anticipa-

ted

-

Additional reporting by Sarah
Core

SGA POSITIONS AVAILABLE

By Leah Koontz
Asst. News Editor

for raising the price of doing
laundry this year, and needed to
better communicate that reason

Members of the College convened at ,11:05 a.m. on Tuesday
for opening Convocation.
Seniors and first years were the
specific subjects of the annual
address.
College President R. Stanton
Hales welcomed everyone. He
said that there were 490 first-yeaentering this semester
10 transfer students.
with
along
In total, there are 1,800 students
on campus and 70 additional
students studying abroad.
Hales also said the College is
90 million dollars toward its 122
million dollar Independent Minds
Campaign goal, which is just
under1 a year out of its quiet phase.
Student Government Association
Lewine
President
Eli
'05
addressed the crowd next "When I
was a first year I never would have
thought I would be president of
anything," Lewine said. "Wooster
does not make you who you are, it
challenges you to define who you
could be."
Lewine said that in the 2004-0- 5
school year, SGA will "work hard
to bridge communication between
college officials and students."
He mentioned that perhaps the
administration had a good reason

to the students.
Lewine also said that this year,
SGA plans to hold "focused
forums in Lowry, and unlike past
town hall meetings, these forums
will each have a clear and predefined subject."
' SGA will also review the

all-camp-

rs

fit

Petitions available now at www.wooster.edusga

us

opportunity to establish an
honor code. Lewine said an
honor code would not say anything was currently wrong with
the College, but that it would
reward students for holding
higher standards of behavior.
Lewine also said he is open to
debate on the subject of the honor
code. "The code is meaningless
without student support," he said.
In closing, Lewine reminded
the students of the rapidly
approaching 2004 presidential
election. "Although some do not
share your opinion, that doesn't
make them your enemy," he said.
After the recognition of new

faculty, the announcement of
retirements, the announcement
of death of John David
Reinheimer (Benjamin S. Brown
Emeritus
of
Professpr
Chemistry), announcements to
the Kappa Chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa were made.

Immediately
following,
Reverend Linda Morgan-Clemeled the audience in prayer.
President R. Stanton Hales
stepped to the microphone after
nt

Morgan-Clemen-

"Like

t.

lifetime."
Hales then offered his opinion

of standardized testing, saying
and
they "accept the short-terthe superficial rather than true
fundamentals."
He stressed the importance of
scholarly pursuits by quoting
Isaac Newton who said, "If I have
seen further than others, it's
because I have stood on the shoulders of giants."
In a similar vein, Hales also
quoted James Billington of the
Library of Congress, as arguing
that the need has never been
m

greater for literary navigators
amongst society's overwhelming
amount of infotainment.
Hales ended by announcing the
commencement of the 135th year
at the College of Wooster.
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

Treasurer (sophomores, juniors and seniors only)
1
1

senior senator
junior senator

- 4 first year senators
-4
senators
at-lar- ge
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Elections will be held Friday, Sept. 10
j
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tion, people want a ready product
but do not want to put effort in
it," he said.
Hales said there is also a counter-trin institutions of higher
end
education that encourage "thinking of education not as a finished
product, but as seeds to be carefully planted and cultivated over a
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,

,
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New student ID system encounters "glitches"
Cards

continued from p.
.

1

weekend," said,Amanda Phillips
'05. Phillips,, who has the new
hotel-typ- e
card swipe on her door,
was upset that she had to leave
her door visibly propped for 48
hours while she waited for her
new card.
"What was so wrong with the
keys an locks that they had to go
replace it and make it more complicated?" she said.
Leslie Smith '06 expressed
concern about the inconvenience
of her door automatically locking
behind her as well.
"It scares me because if you
drop your card somewhere anyone can get into your room," she
said. "All they have to do is look
you up in the directory because
your name is right on the key."
Smith also said that she was
upset her card wasn't printed
because she
her photo
into the office in July.
Cornelius said that the new system is less costly for the College
to use because providing key lock
changes to students who lose
e-ma-

iled

Workers adjust to card system

them will not require replacement
of a physical key or bolt but
instead a magnetic strip code.
"With the new system all that
needs to be done is the reprinting
of a card and reprogramming that
card for the dorm room it needs to
'
have access to," she said.
In addition, the College has
placed alarms on the exterior
doors to residential halls to alleviate the security problem associated with propped doors. The
alarms, which sound after
will also be placed on small
house exterior doors. '
The other three phases of the
One Card Initiative, which will be
completed by 2007, will implement card readers at all small
house exterior and interior doors.
The remaining residential halls
will receive interior hotel lock
card readers.
"There have been several dorms
and even small houses that we have
gotten calls regarding
being inside," said Cornelius.
According to college officials,
students will be able to use a card
payment system with
venders.
90-sec-on-

non-studen-

off-camp-

By Sarah Core
Managing Editor
Hospitality Services had a new
card system implemented this
summer that works in conjunction with the company Best
Access System, which controls
the College's door access readers.
CBord Systems is the new
point-of-saprogram, which
works with the laundry, vending
and meal systems, as well as in
the Wellness Center and the
Underground.
Hospitality Services now conlocatrols all of the point-of-sations on campus.
"As with any implementation
we have had to retrain staff, learn
the new system, etc. but overall
it has been a good experience,"
said Director of Hospitality
Services Chuck Wagers. He said
the new system has expanded the
services they can offer. For
example, visitors who want to
buy tickets to eat in the dining
le

ds,

le

ts

us

.

halls can now purchase them
directly at the card check station
and two machines have made the
lines into Lowry move faster.
The snack vending machines on
campus are now owned by th
College and filled by Hospitality
Services.
"Our goal is to provide a better
vending
service to students
including soliciting student feedback and offering a wider selection of fresher products and more
frequent filling of the machines,"
said Wagers.
The laundry prices have risen,
which Wagers explained is the first
time they have changed in seven
years, which happened because of
rising utility and fuel costs. They
have been raised to $1.25 for
washing and $0.75 for the dryers. ,
Hospitality workers said that
while they are still in the adjustment period for operating the new
card readers, they think the new
system is an improvement.
"It's different," said Helen

Office of Safety and Security splits;
Come lius and Ki rk named dire cto rs
By Andrew R. Waldman
Editor In Chief

n

I

:.

a

I

In order to streamline operations and bring more focus to
important safety issues, the Dean
of Students office has split the
two separate entities.
made the change in an
effort to enhance both the security
function and the safety function of
the office," said Dean of Students
'
Kurt Holmes.
The resulting departments,
which are simply known as Safety
Services and Security, each have
distinct mission statements and
will be able to better serve the college community.
Joe Kirk, who was former head
of Safety and Security, is now the
director of Safety Services. Lynn
Cornelius, former assistant to
Kirk, will take over as director of
Security.
"We

.."This

change, will

everyone's job

,

lot.

make
easier.Ti

I

ft.

i

.AiC?S'

Director of Security Lynn Cornelius, left, and Director of Safety Services
Joe Kirk, right (Photos by Caroline Hotra).
supervises Environmental Safety
Coordinator Tim Anderson, who
is in charge of keeping the

said Cornelius, who is a six-yeveteran of the staff. "This
allows us to focus on Security
with more efficiency."
Cornelius still oversees the
same complement of security officers and vehicles, with the added
advantage of not having to take
charge of fire drills or other

ar

College

safety-rel-

ated

jobs.

Kirk is now in charge of these
aspects of operations. Kirk also

.

compliant

to

Occupational Safety and Health
Administration standards.
"We'll be able to make sure that
our workplace meets OSHA regulations," said Kirk.
'
OSHA is a government organization that sets and . enforces
standards of safety and
workplace
.

health. OSHA also assesses fines
for violations of their policies.
In addition, the Safety Services
will oversee building fire drills,
training on fire extinguishers and
will create a more efficient
Emergency Response plan.
"The new plan will help us deal
with emergencies of all types,"
said Kirk. "After the tornado last
year, we decided to change things.
Our response was good, but there
was room for improvement."
Fire drills will now be held during the regular school year,
instead of in the summer. This
new policy will give everyone on
campus a higher level of readiness, Kirk said.
According to Holmes, this
change also makes it possible for
Kirk to be involved with the judicial board.
"This allows him to take on new
responsibilities within the judicial
system which would have been
impossible because of prior conflicts of interest," Holmes said.,

v

Shisler, a card checker, or
"swiper" as students call her,
who works in Kittredge dining
hall. "But ... you kind of adjust
and get used to it."
Linda Studer, a card checker
in Lowry dining hall, said it is
difficult getting acclimated to
the new system because small
system changes have been
flipped. The machines beep
only when a mistake occurs,
instead of every time a student
passes through and the cards
must be swiped the other way.
"The cards are punched on
the wrong side now," said
Studer, who explained how the
new system reads the magnetic
strip on the left' instead of the
right side. She said it makes it
"harder to do."
Overall, Studer was pleased
with the new system, which she
said "has a lot of nice features."
One of her favorites is that the
machines tell the card checker
when it is a student's birthday.

News Brief
A series

of parties occurring

over the days before last May's
commencement resulted in over
in
$10,000
damages to

Kenarden Hall and the

sur-

rounding grounds.
The damages included alcohol-soaked
carpets and alcohol
related debris, broken furniture
and a large bleach stain on the
carpet in the main lounge.
Janitorial staff was unable to
clean up the mess alone and the
College was forced to hire

Service

Master-t-

o

assist

in

cleaning up the mess.
Kenarden residents had been
warned earlier in the year that
fines would be assessed if further damages occurred.
There was a general cleanup
charge and specific charges by
suites along with the administrative processing fee. Around
105 students were given bills
ranging from under $40 to more
than $100.
David M. Brown, director of
Residential Life and Housing
called the incident as a "huge eyeT(
sore and embarrassment to the students and campus community."
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Slash shopping at Wal-Ma- rt

.

Represents the opinion of The Yoice Editorial Board

Neglect greets new students
the first years and many
Maybe the College didn't get the memo
arrived on camactivities
in
various
other students who were involved
pus on Aug. 25. The sidewalk on the side of Holden and the parking
lot by Bissman, Douglas and Stevenson were both under construction.
Several houses were missing furniture. Many students who tried to
move into Bornhuetter were not able to obtain their COW cards and
even if they did, the card swipe system was not functioning properly.
If first impressions are indeed important, then it would be fair to say
that the College should start working now to repair relations with the
first-yeclass. At least by the time most of the upperclassmen moved
on campus, the Holden sidewalk was finished and Route 83 was open
for traffic (not that the road construction had anything to do with the
College). We understand that work orders are backed up, but starting
the year off with the right equipment would look good in front of the
tuition-payin- g
parents.
ar

.

Such problems not uniform
Despite the initial problems with the housing situation on campus
(discussed above), the College has done a great deal to improve the
quality of the residential program on campus. Stevenson and
Armington, the residence halls that were considered by the student
body to be satisfactory but not outstanding, have been transformed.
Now the renovated buildings are attractive housing options for seniors. In addition, the senior class has a small comer of the campus
class
reserved for its living space. On the same subject, the first-yehas a better living situation, not only because of the nicer dorms, but
also because they have the chance to live together in these dorms.
Finally, the most significant change was the addition of Bornhuetter
and spacious rooms (which are student
Hall. The
friendly) are welcome sites on the less developed north end of campus. Res Life and Housing has done a great deal to improve the
long-tercondition of living on this campus.
ar
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Perhaps this is
why most of
the
students
here choose to
do their shopcorysmith
ping at the
t.
most obvious of places,
The giant building on the north
side of Wooster has everything
you could possibly want at prices
you can't possibly beat It is probably one of the first places you visited
in Wooster. In my
first year, I remember cramming
six people into my Toyota Corolla
and driving to the store, practically dragging the bumper on the way
back to Armington due to the
weight of all the goods purchased
at the Supercenter. It was glorious; not only did we leave with
all of the products we needed, but
we also left with cash on our debit
Wal-Mar-

us

rt,

.

the Supercenter offering

K-M- art

Wal-Ma-

the

townspeople unlimited options.
The next time you need something; whether it is a loaf of bread,
a screw for your wall, or a bottle of
shampoo, go downtown. I'll bet
the owners of those stores will
invite you back. They'll remember your name. Heck, they might
even offer you . a discount just
because you're a student at the
College of Wooster. You live in
Wooster while you're a student at
the College; be a resident of the
town you live in and support the
local businesses.

rt

can be reached for comment at CSmith2wooster.edu
Smith

Lewine presents SGA agenda
While this school year is already
quickly becoming one we will all
remember, I would like to take
some time out to explain a few
things members of the Student
Government Association will be

seefa fauinn"

Business Manager
Ronny Evvanek

Melissa Simmelink

College.

off-camp-

watched. When J go to Smith's,
the manager knows who I am, and
I like that To me, it's all very
comforting to know I'm not supporting the machine that cuts the
local business to shreds. If you
don't believe me, ask a Wooster
native what downtown Wooster
had to offer before Wal-Ma- rt
came. Believe it or not, the city
and the College existed without

rt.

K-Ma-

was a good first step and some
general questions were answered.
But I think we can take this one
step farther by having more
focused Town Hall Meetings in
which we open up topics such as
"Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Policy and Enforcement" or "The
Future of Technology at Wooster."

involved
in.
Over my years
here I have

Andy Whiimer

,

cards to spare.
Currendy, when I run out of
goods, I almost never go to Wal-MaTypically, I'll travel to
Drug Mart, or Smith's IGA.
The amount of money I save by
is minis-cul- e.
shopping at Wal-Ma- rt
I choose not to shop at Wal- Mart for a number of reasons. I
feel that they drive out local businesses, I feel that they treat their
employees poorly, and I feel that
they fool the consumer into thinking they save lots of money when,
in fact, they save little by shopping
I also hate the crowdat Wal-Ma- rt
ed aisles, parking lots, and checkout lines that I rarely find at any of
the places I shop.
It's true that I don't only shop at
local businesses, and if I were a
purist, I wouldn't visit
or
Drug Mart either. But I think my
shopping style has something
worth viewing. I shop at businesses that aren't cutting throats;
they're businesses that are getting
by. When I walk into
and am greeted by the greeter, I
don't feel welcome, I feel

I think it would be okay if I took
an educated guess and said that
most of the students at the College
of Wooster never actually visited
the city of Wooster before they
knew about the

the way our
school is run.
There
seems to
elilewine
be a lack of
connection between those who set
policy, and those whose lives are
affected by that policy. While they
do spend a fair amount of time
considering changes to our lives, I
do not feel that enough time is
spent in informing students fully
about those changes. This year I
hope to begin a process by which
we can overcome this difficulty.
In the past we have held public
forums where students listen to and
question the policy makers who
hold such sway over our lives. It

"

ByT)ringingnmeTiighest

lev-

els of authority in these areas, we
can get the answers we truly want
and finally try to put to bed a few
of the many of rumors and
hearsay that exist. I believe that
we can truly open a direct line of
communication between the student body and the administration
and I believe it is essential to do so
in order to create a campus atmosphere we all enjoy.
Student Government will also
continue its work in considering
the question of bringing back an
Honor Code to campus. The most
frequently asked question I get
when I bring this topic up is,
"What is wrong with the way

.

things are now?" And to that I
respond, "Nothing, but that is the
point." The Honor Code does not
seek to right some wrong that we
find in our system today. Instead, it
seeks to show those outside our
school that the students here hold
themselves to a higher standard. It
also might give us an opportunity
to smooth out some of the more
subjective enforcement elements
of our academic code of conduct.
This would do a great service to the
student body without inconveniencing them with additional rules. I
welcome criticism of this idea
because it will only be through an
open debate that an Honor
will
Code
succeed and mean something to the student body.
So be on the lookout for SGA
hosted forums, and everyone have
a enjoyable first semester.
on-goi-

ng

Lewine is the President of the
Student Government Association,
(fie can be reached for comment at

Elewinewooster.edu
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Find activism at a
community level
This summer, I worked in a factoI'm not trying to be all high and
mighty and say that my job was
harder than anyone else's and that
now I understand the worker's plight
because I don't
I don't think I
ever will.
But I worked
in a factory,
mostly to make
money
for
andrewwaldman
school. .
ry.

Nothing

Vn...'

OFFICIAL

t

RIM y IT

there is in this world that is right
underneath our noses. There are.
many people like this man in our
Plaster your dorm with as
Make an AIM moniker like
own community that deserve
lights and posters. (Mixology 101,
things like a new home but fall
"WooTownPimp85" or
below the radar.
ThongWooGurl69"
World Beers, Vin Diesel or DMB.)
- Why do they fall below that
radar? I think there are a combiRamble daily about how
Gain weight. 15 pounds for
nation of explanations, but one
men and 30 pounds for women.
hardeasy your FYS is.
that is pretty glaring is that we
just miss them because we are
looking in the wrong places.
ABBREVIATE EVERYTHING.
Buy thrift tees, grow your
Student activists on campuses
I
Say "whatev" "lol" "BFF" and
hair out and download
like Wooster are always trying to
"mos
aloud.
O.A.R. albums
I
remedy overarching and lofty
problems. They are often focused
Brag about how much you drank
I
I
Become BFF with your entire
on national issues when they
last night and how you watched
hall IMMEDIATELY
could be helping people if they
I
"Saved By the Bell" today instead
just peeked out the back door.
i
of going to class.
Good example: I know a few
people that boycott Taco Bell
foods because the company from
which the restaurant buys its
tomatoes has atrocious labor
With the start of the new school
This is all fine and
practices.
of public dialogue between stumore than welcome to say that
year there are a few things that we
dents and faculty of all standings
good, but that sort of activism
you disagree with a certain administrative measure or that the parkreally doesn't mean anything. have now come to expect: new from this College.
with
I
littered
rooms
Two or three concerned college
empty beer
don't care if you're conservaing ticketing system is unfair, just
students not buying a Grilled bottles from the previous year, tive, liberal, a pacifist, or a war don't say that housing practices
new viruses that seem to inexpli
hawk. If you have passion for
Stuft Burrito each week doesn't
ritual sacrifice or something like
cably , trash
your beliefs put them on paper
that. We'd most likely have to
affect a giant corporation like
and send them to Viewpoints.
shiny new laptrash it.
Taco Bell.
There is rarely a good point that
tops a few
However, if activists would
So there are just a few reasons to
days out of the
write for Viewpoints this year. If
doesn't have a counter-poin- t.
It's
help teach literacy and graduate
box, and of worthless and boring to fill .a secthat's not enough, remember that
equivalence diploma classes to
tion with only one point of view.
course, a new
we have a Presidential election
high school dropouts that work at
opening editobetween a disputed
Regardless of the opinions of any
the Wooster Taco Bell or any
mattfoulds
ketchup-lov-er
rial for the member of the Voice staff, if there Texan and a
local fast food restaurant, there
Voice's
storied
is a student or faculty member that
from Massachusetts, a prison
could be a measurable difference.
Viewpoints section.
wants to be heard, they will be.
scandal that would make even the
A person, a' real life, can be
With the arrival of the Class of
Of course there are a few guideMongols blush, an American a day
changed by thinking locally.
lines, but nothing that even a
dying in places most of us can't
People don't care whether an 2008 we are not only welcoming
Yankees faff couldn 'tTinderstandr"
ronounceT'aerrorTihg-tha- F
activist supports ending the" iiundredVof
within
hundreds
but
editorials
the
Keep
also
welcoming
seems
of
to fluctuate by the second, a
your
School of Americas; they can't
500-525
words.
constitutional measure to restrict
new opinions. Each of these opinrange of
see the results of that. But they
ions comes from a different backThis is simply a measure to
marriage rights while school levies
can see someone who is in their
fail nation, wide, a commission to
ground, guarenteeing a diverse
ensure that we can feature as
community stepping up to change
investigate a commission to invesmany opinion pieces as we can
dialogue among students.
someone's life, even if it is only a
be
tigate
week.
sure
each
to
Secondly,
In
as
a commission and the
experience
of
my
year
small amount.
I
editorial
"Kindergarten Cop" is governor of
to
Viewpoints editor, have come to
your
So, as this new school year
and to do so
the fifth largest economy in the
starts, do what I plan to do: take realize that students often think
world and using phrases like "ecoby no later than 5 p.m. on Tuesday
they need some kind of credena look outside of the Wooster
."
nomic
tials to be able to write for evening. That enables us to make
If I didn't say
Bubble. There are a lot of peosomething you agree or disagree,
sure that we have all of our pieces
Viewpoints. Take a look at my
ple out there that could use a
with, I'm sure somebody will
before
publishing.
together
hand, and they live right around picture near the top of this colsoon. I expect to be hearing from
Finally, keep away from writing
the block.
umn; does it really look like you
you all.
anything that could be construed
need credentials to write for me?
Andrew Waldman is the Editor
as libelous. That basically means
In fact, it's more exciting to read
In Chief of the Voice. If you disSave Matt Foulds' life by sendthat your editorial cannot be writnew opinions from people who've
him
agree with him please
ing him your editorials as
ten to purposefully injure a pernever written for the Voice before.

def

Write an editorial, save a life

one particular exchange that
sticks out in my mind as different
from the rest. It was actually quite
touching and it has made me really appreciate the opportunities
afforded to me.
The conversation was pretty
simple. I was sitting outside talk-- ,
ing to one of the union guys
about my schoolwork and plans

after graduation.

rip-snorti-

flip-floppi-

12-ho- ur

told me that the program isn't
about helping poor people, but
instead giving them the opportunity to have something that they
wouldn't normally have.
This story, however boring or
inconsequential it may sound, got
me thinking about how much

nrlM..-AMfc-f-

x-m-

happened at this factory, except
that I went to work really early
and came back and fell asleep.
Conversation was sparse because
everyone was doing a job and
there wasn't time for talking.
When I did get a break, I usually read a book or ate. But every'
once in a while, there was someone else to talk to; conversation
subjects ranged, but there was

We kept talking and he mentioned to me that he was working
on his new house after work
every day. This was impressive
considering we worked
shifts and it seemed amazing to
me that anyone could do more
than an hour of physical labor
after that.
I was interested and eventually
he explained to me that he was
building a Habitat for Humanity
home for his family.
Of course, it's nice to actually
meet someone who has benefited
from the HH program, but that
wasn't what really struck me. He

i-O- by.

ng

ng

ksr

new-tuition-chec-

.
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son's reputation unjustly. You're
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Kicking off the school year with WAC
By Angel Pappalardo
Assistant Features Editor
The Wooster Activities Crew,
better known as W.A.C., is kicking off the 2004-200- 5
year with a
full calendar of events for the
month of September.
Publicity chair Johanna Taylor
'OS is eager to see an increase in
student attendance at WAC
events. "We want people to
understand the quality of enter

tainment our crew provides to the
students of this campus," said
Taylor.

From Party on the Green
(P.O.G.) to live musical and
comedic performances, W.A.C.
has something for everyone.
Movies featured for the month
include "Starsky and Hutch" and
"Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind." Two comedic acts, Alfred
and Seymour and Michael Dean
Ester, are scheduled to perform at
the Underground, along with

musical acts David LaMotte,
and Wil
Tamara Bedricky
Burton.
In addition, W.A.C. will also
be sponsoring a trip to Cedar
Point later in the month.
This year's P.O.G. will be fea-

turing

headlining

band

Something
Corporate.
Coffeehouse chair Wil Burton
'05 expressed his enthusiasm
about this year's headliner.
"Our group is really excited
about POG. Over the last couple

Upcoming WAC events
Friday, September 3
Coffeehouse: Wil Burton performs at 7:30 p.m. Lowry Patio
Outdoor movie: "Starsky and
Hutch" at 9 p.m. Football
Practice Fields

Thursday, September 16
Coffeehouse:
8 p.m.

David LaMotte

Lowry Lounge

Saturday, September 18
Trip to Cedar Point 8:45 a.m.

Friday, September io
Party on the Green:
Something Corporate
Monday, September 13
Comedy: Alfred and
Seymour 10 p.m. Underground

Coffeehouse: Tamera
Bedricky 8 p.m. Underground

Tuesday, September 21
Comedy: Michael Dean Ester
10 p.m. Underground

8

Thursday, September 23
Cultural Topics: Poetic Akhu
p.m. Underground

Friday, September 24
Movie: "Eternal Sunshine of
the Spotless Mind" 7:30 p.m.
Mateer

of years, we have been gradually
building toward getting a nationally known headlining act like
Something Corporate. The buzz
around campus has been
extremely positive," said Burton.
If you are interested in becoming involved in WAC or if you
would like more information
about this month's upcoming
WAC events, you can contact
the crew through their website

www.wooster.eduwac
or
through instant messenger by
contacting the screen name
woostercrew.
"We are always looking for
more student input, so if anyone
is interested in any aspect of our
group, whether it be publicity,
movies, music, et cetera, feel
free to contact that respective
chairperson on the crew," said

Taylor
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Saturday, September 25
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ing a circulation manager.
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great sandwich worlcsl
At the WAC sponsered

first-yea- r
talent show, Joel Keelor '08 steals the
show with his comic monologue about becoming an actor. Keelor took
first place in the show. "He was very talented. I look forward to seeing him in future Wooster events," Ochanya McRoberts '05 said
(Photo by Joel Servillo).
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Downtown Wooster
330-264-62-
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Students react to life in newest residence hall
By Sophie Lehmann
Staff Writer

Bornhuetter "heats up" controversy with its residents
hall other than Stevenson that
uses the COW card as the door
key.
In two years the whole
campus will follow suit.

This weekend while walking
around campus, I noticed an evident stir among the upperclass-meThe new Bornhuetter Hall
was ready for the start of the
school year.
Not only is it. modern and
exciting with glass lounges jutting out on the sides, kitchenettes
on every floor, and
furniture, but it also has the
pleasant temperature of a stuffy
and humid greenhouse.
While talking with Michael
Miller, Coordinator of Housing
Assignments, it was evident that
everyone involved was very
excited about the brand new hall
n.

self-lofti-

Cory

to the dorm
and to my

room.

self-loftin- g.

Bornhuetter has a sprinkler system
and a study room on every level."
Now, if the residents need to
get out of the room to study, they
just have to walk down the hall
instead of across campus.
Along with sprinklers, study
rooms, lounges and kitchenettes,
Bornhuetter is the only residence

'

measure,
but it really
isn't."
The bright

HALL

i

...J

Izona Bock
'05, an R.A. on
the second floor
is more excited
about newness of

lounges, big

windows,
.

amount of
space, and
light furniture seem to
be the high-

lights

of

Bornhuetter.
The modern

Z

the residence hall

than

Bornhuetter Hall enterance as pictured from Beall Avenue. The
d
lounges are visible from the outside. Although a uniform
structure, Bornhuetter is comprised of two separate wings
(Photo By Caroline Hotra).
glass-enclose-

architecture
and unique
color scheme of the jnterior truly
distinguishes Bornhuetter from
the other buildings on campus.
But Anne Kfawiec '06 is also
excited about living with friends.
"We wanted to live here
because it was new, but also so
we could all live together. Now

Israel

Sure enough, the room looked right
out to tall pine trees.
Clark Rubino '05, the R.A. on
the first floor, said, "Except for the
heat, its really not that bad. It is
nice and new, the bathrooms are
clean and air conditioned," or at
least they feel a lot cooler anyway."

anything

else.

Emily
'06
feels the same,
way. "I wanted
to come live here
because it is new

its clean." '
Everyone in Bornhuetter seems
satisfied about how the hall
turned out although there have
been a few complaints.
Rubino said, "I guess that I
shouldn't complain, it's really
not that bad.

... and that means that

Anne laughed a bit and asked,

"I've already been locked out
twice since I've been here.
What happens if it is three in the
morning?"
"The card system is just really
aggravating, but this place is a
palace compared to Bissman,"
added Smith.
There was one common topic

that every resident had something to say about Bornhuetter
the heat.

"I shouldn't complain, but
said Smith, trailing off into
the statement, "It's really hot."
Julie agreed. "It's very hot,"
"There's a heat issue,"said
Sam '06. And according to
Rubino, "It's really hot and the
windows open less then a foot."
John wanted to know, "Why
do they put AC style 'windows
in if there is no AC? Choose
either AC or not, but don't mix
up the windows."
Anne put a positive spin on
the whole heat situation, "We
need ventilation, but at least it
will be really nice to live here in
the winter."
Despite its distinct presence on
campus, students and faculty
alike are still struggling for the
correct pronunciation of the
she-sai-

d.

German name.

Although there are mixed student reactions to the modern residence hall, Bornheutter is considered an architectural asset.

a beautiful country left behind

other parts of the country. So
unless you run through the Gaza
"Strip yelling- God Bless America!'
While most of us spent this
you're pretty much okay."
summer sitting at home watching
The idea for the trip started back
in 1985 when Wilson was a visitreruns of "Saved by the Bell"
Allison Mione '05, Kevin Wolfe
ing professor in Oxford and met
'05 and Geology Deprtment Chair
Amihai Sneh, who worked with
Mark Wilson, ventured into Israel
the Geological Survey of Israel.
on a geology expedition.
After going to Israel last year to do
work with Sneh, Wilson returned
Persuading the students to come
this summer with the two seniors.
along was no problem for Wilson.
However, persuading two sets of
The research that the students
and
collected
more
will be used for their
a
took
parents
of
fiancee
an effort. Israel is one of the most
senior Independent Studies. They
controversial areas since 2000.
spent most of their time digging
"Are you crazy?" was the most around an area called Mahktesh
common response Micne got Ramon, which Wolfe compared to
from her friends after telling them
a smaller version of the Grand
about the trip.
Canyon.
Mione, however, said "most of
They worked with members of
the Israeli Geological Survey,
that stuff takes place in the West
Bank, and ..Gaza, Strip, .hut not in including Amihai Such and .Yoav

By Emily Blackie
Assistant Features Editor

,

--

BORNHUETTER

John '06 is pleased about the
convenience of power in the
rooms, "in every room on each
side, there are power plugs, two
Ethernets and one
cable plug."
He also commented on the
amount of storL
age, "The rooms
seem noticeably
s
larger than in
other dorms and
there are oddly
deep shelves. I'm
sure they are good
for something, but
I haven't figured
that out quite yet."

r

I

guess that it
is a safety

named after Ronald Bornhuettter
'53, a trustee of The College of
Wooster.
.

Miller said, "The furniture'
was made in Wooster and is light
and
People really
have the ability to design their
room how they want without
limit." Bornhuetter has a few
innovative aspects few others if
any dorms have."
According to Miller, "Only

1H

Smith '06
said, "If I
lose
my
card, whoever has it
gains access

ng

all the juniors can be together,"
she said.
Julie added, "The rooms have
nice windows with a great view."

Avni.
"We received the warmest of
welcomes in Israel," Wolfe said,
"In fact a large portion of the
Israelis we met spoke fluent
English, but the language barrier
did occasionally creep in when in
iown we were attempting to do
seemingly easy things such as
buying food in the grocery store.
Luckily everyone there was very
patient with us."
The only time Mione ever
remembers feeling uneasy about
being an American was during the
day trip the group took to Mt.
.Sinai, Egypt
"We were in the city and men out
there weren't used to seeing girls in
tank tops and shorts," she said.
Overall, the students found the
situation in the Middle East
depressing.' - Israel, full of culture

and history, has lost
one of its biggest
industries: tourism,
"The country
so beautiful and we
the
were
only
tourists there,' "said
Mione, who
eled through the
of the country with
her mother, whom
she met up with in

Nr

vl

iTSfi..
,
,rW

Tel Aviv.

"Before I went on
the trip I thought
that the Middle East
was a scary place,
and that it was
Allison Mione '05 and Kevin Wolfe '05 working
plagued by terrorin the Mahktesh Ramon (Photo courtesy ofOPI).
ists," said Wolfe, "I
instead of terrorists. I found genwas dead wrong. Once I was there
I discovered that I was almost as at
uinely kind and caring people,
both Jewish and Muslim."
'ease as here in the 'states, and
-

.
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Elizabeth Weiss

Baha Men

Ebert exhibit confronts assumptions

96

By Justine McCullough

ent in a photograph."

and Samantha Spergel

According to Siewert, the piece
most representative of Simpson's
work is "Twenty Questions"
because it "sets the stage for the
rest of the show."
The oldest piece to be displayed, "Twenty Questions (A

Concerts
Heinz Field
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Staff Writers

97

The College of Wooster Art
Museum will begin the school
year with an 11 -- piece show of

Scene Pavilion
Cleveland, Ohio

photography and mixed media
g
artist
art by the

Norah Jones

American Idols Live

99
Mellon Arena
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Phil Collins
911
Gund Arena
Cleveland, Ohio

Thou Shalt Not
911
Nick's Fat City
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Phantom Planet
911
Rex Theatre
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Lorna Simpson.
Simpson is a contemporary
American artist whose works
challenge ideas about race, gender
and other cultural issues.
According to Exhibit Curator and
Assistant Professor of Art John
Siewert, she is "one of the most
significant contemporary artists of
this time."
Simpson has been creating artwork using photography and film
since the 1980s. This exhibition
primarily features her black and
white photographs.
Born in Brooklyn, New York,
Simpson received a master's in
visual arts opi the University of
California, San Diego. She has
won a number of awards, including the Lucelia Artist Award, The
Whitney Museum of American
Art Award, a Louis Comfort
Award
and
Tiffany
The
Artists-In-Residen-

Metallica

921

Art In GeorgiaJThe piecesjn lhis

Gund Arena
Cleveland, Ohio

exhibit are on loan from the Sean
Kelly Gallery, New York; The
Baltimore Museum of Art; and a
private collector.
According to Museum Director
Kitty Zurko, Simpson often
explores "aesthetic themes such
as race and gender, as' well as
cerebral
issues in
her work."
"Most of her artistic pieces ask
questions that in turn make us ask
questions, demanding that we
dismantle assumptions or at

918
Agora Theatre
Cleveland, Ohio

--

Weakerthans

922
The World
Pittsburgh, Penn.

hot-butt-

AriHest
923John Carroll University
Cleveland, Ohio -

on

least reconsider them," said
compiled from
www.pollstar.com

However, Simpson's work
does not merely consist of
pictures
it incorporates text
as well.

For instance, the 2002

"Over the Course of Time" is full
of texts that are titles of paintings

I

ce

Award from Colgate
University. She was also named a
finalist for The Hugo Boss Prize.
Her work has been displayed in
the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, the Art Institute of
Chicago and the High Museum of

Phantom Planet

first time these photos have been
seen outside of New York."

award-winnin-

Distinguished

--
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Siewert. "Through her work, a
voice is given to the unspoken
truth that is behind the appar

Two

art museum visitors study one of Lorna Simpson's pieces at the

exhibition featuring her work. Simpson 's photographs and mixed media
pieces will be showcased at the College of Wooster Art Museum, located in Ebert Art Center, through Oct. JO. The curator for the exhibit is
John Siewert, professor at the College (Photo by Joel Servillo).

Sampler)," was created in 19867

It consists of four circular silver gelatin prints and six
engraved plastic plaques. As
stated in the introduction posted
in the gallery, this work "examines racial and gender stereotypes, confronting assumptions
about the black female body
in art and popular culture in
order to reclaim and reinvent
that imagery."
"Cloudscape," created in 2004,
shares its title with a film. The
piece incorporates still frames
from films. This piece is particularly exciting because, according
to Siewert "this is perhaps the

lihdfilmsTairrelatirigfothe"
black experience.
The use of text enables
Simpson to "expose blind spots in
how photos are represented and
to add another level of what is
being visually conveyed by the
photo," said Siewert.
In addition to photography,
Simpson works with sculpture
and three dimensional objects.
For instance, "Untitled" features
a glass wishbone.
Simpson also works with film.
The exhibit includes a video entitled "Easy to Remember," which
represents the filmmaking aspect
of her work. Created in 2001 , this

two-minu-

te

film showcases

arid

35-seco-

nd

15 people

of mul-

including

ticultural backgrounds,
Simpson herself.
Each mouth hums lyrics in harmony of Lorenz Hart's song by
the same title and is "an added
note ... of whimsical humor,"
according to Siewert.
Throughout the weeks in which
Simpson's work is displayed,
many different events showcasing
the exhibition will take place. The
exhibition officially opened on
Tuesday, Aug. 31, at the Ebert Art
Center, with the opening reception taking place Thursday, Sept.
2. The reception included a
gallery talk led by exhibition
curator and 'Professor of Art
History John Siewert.
Exhibition events will continue
on Sept. 15, with Conversation in
the Galleries, lasting from 12 p.m.
to 1 p.m. On Tuesday, Sept. 30,
the College of Wooster Jazz
Combo will perform for Music in
the Galleries.
A roundtable discussion will be
held in Sussel Gallery on
Thursday, Oct. 7 between Siewert
and professors representing , a
number of departments. The panel
will include Assistant Professor of
English Terry Rowden, Associate
Professor of Sociology Heather
and Professor of
History Alphine Jefferson.
The number and variety of
events associated with the exhibition provide ample opportunity
for the campus community to
view and discuss Simpson's work.
"ThatTs an opportunity a long time
Zurko and
in the making
Siewert have been working to
bring Simpson's work to Wooster
since the spring of 2003.
"Simpson is an internationally
recognized contemporary artist,"
said Zurko. "This is an opportunity to view an artist seen typically
at larger museums."
Simpson's work will be on display in the Sussel and Morgan
Galleries through Oct. 10. The
exhibition and gallery events are
free and open to the public. Light
refreshments will be served at all
gallery events. For more information, call ext. 2495.
Fitz-Gibb-

on
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the scene.

Editors' summer favorites

Ken, with love, Liz

To

Ahhh, summer. An entire season invented for the sole purpose of letting college students relax and rejuvenate. Well, maybe not, but summer certainly gives us the chance to attend concerts, see plays and hang out
at ball games. Your Arts and Entertainment editors asked members of the Voice staff to tell us about their
;
favorite summer entertainment moment. Here are Some of their responses:

He was an unlikely hero
short, awkward, Mormon. But
with his chubby cheeks, stick-oears and red hot buzzer finger, he
won our love and respect.
This summer, Ken Jennings
infused Jeopardy with a sense of
ut

This summer, there was no better album for driving with the
windows down or just sitting on
the front porch than the Thrills'
first record, "So Much for the
City." Although the
album was released
in 2003, the band is
gaining popularity
in the States after
becoming a hit in
their native Ireland.

that simply defies true appreciation by any person who has
passed the milestone of 28 years.
Though calling it the film for
"our generation" has already
,
become cliche-- in this situation,
the praise fits. Braff and co-stNathalie Portman deliver a crisp,
ar

sional brat and then head into the
game with a group of friends.

Liz Miller
News Editor

Oakland,

Gravy

CA-bas- ed

Train!!! (yes, with three exclaima- tions) made Ohio a little bit raunchier in
July as they made
their way across the
country on their summer tour. '

The

ridiculous

was

and tunes. Their
first and biggest
single, "One Horse
Town," is catchy
and is perfect to
sing
along to.

(Chunx, Hunx, Funx
and new member
Junx) performed hits
such as "Sippin 40z"
in front of energized
crowds. New member
Junx showed crowds
how he earned his
name (by dancing
naked), earning Gravy
Train!!! a spot in my
most memorable sum-

Other memorable

mer

San
and
contains
Diego
a few Beach Boys-esqu- e

harmonies

entertainment

songs include "Big Everyone has fun during the summer, even stodgy Voice editors experiences.
Sur," "Don't Steal (Illustration by Cassi Sattazahn).
You can check them
our Sun" and "Las
out at rapbitches.com.
dead-o- n
portrayal of suburban life
Vegas."
for kids with nothing better to do
While it does not live up to the
Elizabeth Weiss ... V
-do
You'd
nothing.
than
never
paramount of all Irish exports
A&E Editor
guess that the guy from "Scrubs"
U2 the Thrills' first attempt has
had so much to say.
This summer, my friend Liz and
given them a decent fan base both
I taught a two day improv workhere and in the Emerald Isle
which is eagerly awaiting their
shop for middle school kids. It
Murray
David
second album. The lyrics aren't
was not only my best entertainSports Editor
the deepest and it is clear that the
ment moment of the summer,
oana relies on me intiuences or
but one of the best experiBaseball is directly associated
other bands, but the songs are
ences of my entire life. By the
with summer. There is nothing
end of the workshop, eighth grade
enjoyable nonetheless.
like sitting outside at a ball game
girls were being NICE to each
with a beer in your hand enjoying
other, and rowdy preadolescent
Matt Foulds
the warmth of the sun.
boys were settling down withViewpoints Editor
The Tucson Sidewinders, the, out fistfuls of Ritalin.
AAA affiliates of the' Arizona
But improv didn't just make
While in Amherst,. Mass. this
Diamondbacks,
capitalized
on
I
these
summer had the opportunity to.
youngsters good citizens
this
their
American pastime with
even if most of them aren't on the
catch the movie "Garden State."
Thirsty Thursdays promotional
fast track to Second City, some
Written, directed by, and starring
event. Every Thursday home
showed real talent, and their perZach Braff, "Garden State" repreadmission was five dollars and
formances were all fun to watch.
sents a stunning and moving
'
draft beer was one dollar. There
debut from the novice filmmaker.
So, my best entertainment
was nothing I would rather do
Praised by some critics as doing
moment of the summer: watching
than unload the grill for some
for Paxil "what "The Graduate"
kids in an awkward stage of life
and throw on some hot
did for Simon and Garfunkel,
blossom through one of my
dogs, hamburgers, and the occa- "Garden State" is instead a film
favorite theater forms. Delightful.
.

-

tail-gati-

ng

and

spirrt

dancerap foursome

the

ie

excitement,

for

The music
the album
inspired by
band's stint in

.

dragging Alex
Trebek along
for the ride.
K

e

n

s

unprecedented
elizabethweiss
run lasted all
the
way
through the final episode of the
'.

.

.

Elizabeth Yuko
Editor in Chief

season, which aired late in July.
But as we all eagerly anticipate
his return on Monday's season
opener, I find myself worrying
about Ken. Won't it hurt when he
loses? How will he look his kid
in the eye? Will his wife be bitter? And then I think, the man has
over a million dollars in his coffer, what the hell are you worrying about? And then I think, holy
Lord, is your emotional investment in this game show not a wee
bit excessive? And that might be
a question worth thinking about
some more.
I care about Ken. I truly honestly care about Ken. Why? He's
just a guy. A pretty brilliant guy,
but not one I know personally or
have any reason to worry about.
But I'm not alone in my interest
in Ken. There are entire online
communities devoted to tracking
his performance on Jeopardy. He

has

made

appearances

on

Letterman and aslew of morning
shows. The American public is
fascinated with him.
He's not quite dashing. I mean,
suits, the preppy
the
side part, the beady eyes
not
ill-fitti-

ng

exactly what America usually
goes for in a pop culture icon.
But Ken has won us over with a
potent blend of awesome skill
'
and
good
old-fashion-

ed

American underdogism.
Ken is one of the little guys.
1990 was probLet's face facts
ably not a good year for Ken.
Whom did Ken take to the senior
prom? Probably not the prom
queen, I'll tell you that much. I
mean, this is a man whose

knowledge of arcane trivia borders on freakish. Stick those
facts behind a pimpled face, and
you've got yourself a recipe for
near-Carrcaliber social crisis.
Of course, he's the sort of boy I
would have had a crush on in
high school, but that's beside the
point Ken must have been an
outcast.
The funny thing about outcasts, though, is that we all
secretly love them. We cheer for
them. We long for them to triumph over the taller, tanner
social dynamos. And Ken is
doing just that.
Ken's winning streak on
Jeopardy is a little victory for
everyone who was ever shoved
into a locker, or whispered about
in the girls' locker room.
Whenever Ken sweeps a category
and the studio audience cheers, a
little" geek angel gets its wings.
But it's not just a sense of pride
and validation among America's
nerds that makes Ken so popular.
What he does on Jeopardy is just
plain impressive. There's someabout the
thing almost ballet-lik- e
balance he strikes between
aggressive buzzing and careful
strategizing
powerful athleticism delivered with precision
and grace. I sometimes get chills
watching him.
,
be
ridiculous
I'm not trying to
while Jeopardy is not typhere
ically the world's number one
source for stirring displays of
human talent, Ken provides
something truly beautiful that we
can admire ana respect, watcning
him perform is moving.
Now, I know there are some
naysayers, a handful of
viewers who think Ken
is a laugh
an annoying,
smarmy pixie. And I have to
admit, I think I'll experience a
sick, unpleasant thrill when he
finally loses, something like the
guilty satisfaction of poking a
big bruise. But in the meantime,
let's all root for him, admire him,
and appreciate the glory and
excitement of what he's achiev
ing. And Ken
we're all thinking of you. Good luck, my
and
Godspeed.
friend,
Godspeed.

:

cold-heart-

ed
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Scots look to surprise conference

Fantasy Football

pre-seaso- n.

mid-seaso- n,

PRE-SEASO- N!

v

The. College of Wooster's
Women's Soccer Team appears to
be on the verge of overcoming
their heartbreaks in the previous
two seasons. They plan to rinse out
the bitter taste they have in their
mouth with a sip of champagne
from the victory
celebration after
they capture the
North
Coast

ence, maturity and team chem
istry," said Lux.
One of the key. returning
starters is goal keeper Becca
Scina '06, whose prowess
around the net made her the
NCAC Defensive Player of the
Year last season. Scina allowed
only 14 goals to penetrate her
defenses. She also had a trio of

her ability and tenacity will like
again.
ly be
Teaming up with Reiner, is her
fellow senior partner Sarah
BonDurant '05. Emily Sterling
'06 and Ashley Maciulaitis '06
are talented players that add
depth to the midfield.
The. Scots possess the unique
ability to have offensive produc
All-Confere-

tion come from a

77

variety of players
their teams.
This puts the
opposing teams at
disadvantage
a
because if they
concentrate their
efforts on one
player than another player on the
Scots can pick up
the offensive load
and score goals.
The diversity
of their offense
will leave their
and
opponents
the outcome will
on

Athletic
Conference
Championship
crown.
In the previous two seasons
the Scots have
a
amassed
record of
8
but have
failed ' to win
the
elusive
26-7--

nce

0

'J

championship
game. Two seasons ago the
Scots
were
routed 0-- 4 by
Ohio Wesleyan
University.

be

"I'm Puck's Father"

Vavra and Nick Cross

"This is really a lovely horse; I once
rode her mother."
Ted Walsh, Horse Racing Commentator

victories

for-th-

e

Scots.
The Scots enjoy
the unique ability
Last vear's
to have talent
championship aniee Witchey '06 tries to elude fellow teammate Bethany Reiner '05 throughout their
,ne cots PrePare for tne upcoming season. The Scots were picked to
game pitted the as
roster, where one
Scots against fi"isfl 4tn ,he NCC PU (Photo by Sajal Sthapit).
. player can come
uenison university, ine game
teammates that made scoring a
in for another and the team will
was deadlocked throughout the
tough task for the opposition.
not miss a step.
match and at the end of regulation
Two of the starters in the
"We are real deep, this year it will
the score was tied at one. In the
Allison Hankus '06 and
be a real team effort," said Lux.
overtime period Denison outlast-e- d Jen Jones '06 were picked to the
JfiheSc.o.tsJangeLand
the Scots and won four to three
Team.
become united it will be hard for
on penalty kicks.
Joining Hankus and Jones is
another team to leave the playing
For this season, Denison and
Anna Marin Russell '06. The
field victorious.
Ohio Wesleyan appear to be the
backfield is deep for the Scots as
toughest foes for the Scots.
they have two capable players in
Spring BieaK 2005. Travel wtin
"Ohio Wesleyan is constantly Lisa Henderson
'07
and
STS. America's 1 Sturjert
amazing, Denison will be tough.
Stephanie Lloyd '07 who both
"Rxir Operator to Jamaica. Canon,
We are in a very good conferhave the ability to provide one of
Acapulco. Bahamas, am Fkxtta.
ence. The teams at the bottom
the starters with a quick breather.
reps.'
Now wring
end keep improving, so we can't
The Scots' offense is a
Caltof group rjxcunts.
take any team for granted," said
diverse group lead by Lux, who
InfttrnaaorvReservarJors
Brianna Lux '05.
had seven goals last season.
With a core of veteran leaders
Amanda Coppes '06 was the
wvv.sstravel.ccm.
that are battle tested the Scots second leading scorer with six
have the ingredients for a sucgoals. Danielle Witchey '06
Hep warned:
cessful season. The team has six and Bethany Reiner '05 each
Bartender and servers needed.
returning
playchipped in with four goals
Apply to Person at
ers, and
other veterans.
respectively.
CWBurjers&tnsor
"Last year we were young.
For the past two seasons
TJfcRestauari
We have all our starters back
Witchey has been named to the
3w.lDeityuSt.
which gives us more expert
team and vwith
.

.
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Where do they find these
people?
'

By David Murray
Sports Editor

us

i-aorj-64&-

anyone expecting to see thia article written by Erik Shipe '04.
Instead your writers are Nick
Cross and Joey Vavra. In a miracle late night rally, Shipe completed his I.S. and somehow managed to graduate. He is currently
student teaching at Waynedale to
the worst of his ability. We hope
that we can live up to at least part
of the greatness that was Erik
Shipe. We were going to write
about the Olympics and the men's
USA basketball team winning
gold, but as we all know they
pulled a munson and choked.
So to kick things off, we're
going to preview some fantasy
football for you by interviewing a
professional fantasy football manager, Daryl "Vick ruined my life"
Johnston. We sat down with
Daryl recently at his humble
abode in rural Alabama to discuss
who he is looking forward to
selecting this fall.,
C and V: So Daryl, how are
you doing?
D: How am I doing? How do
you think I'm doing
picked
Michael Vick first oveiii last
year and that sissy gets hlrt in the
THE
I bet the farm on him. Now, my
wife left me, my kids can't stand
to look at me and I'm living in a
trailer down by a river.
C and V: So who are you looking to make a big impact this year?
D: I'm glad you asked that. At
QB you can't, pass up studs like
Daunte Culpepper, Peyton
Manning, Steve McNair and
Donovan McNabb. Also, look for
Tom Brady to have another big
season with the Pats. There are
plenty of solid receivers out there
this year. Randy Moss, Marvin
Harrison, Terrell Owens and Torry
Holt will all put up large numbers.
Hines Ward is always a solid pick

as well. If you're looking to grab
a strong defense this year look no
further than New England. With
that defense it was nearly impossible to score on Foxboro last season and I look for more of the
same this year.
Also, Dallas, Carolina, and the
vaunted Ray Lewis led Ravens
will terrorize opposing offenses.
Look for Tampa Bay's defense to
rebound this year as well.
C and V: That was all informative but you forgot to discuss the
biggest position in fantasy football. Who are the most talented
running backs this season?
D: Man, I didn't forget. The
running back position is deep
with Priest Holmes, Ladainian
Tomlinson, Clinton Portis, and
Ahman Green. The Deuce will
be loose in New Orleans again
this year and if Jamal Lewis isn't
dropping the soap in the state
penn by
he'll also
be ok.
But I gotta tell y'all about this
great deal I made. I chose Priest
Holmes as my first overall pick
this year who had 27 rushing
TDs last season and will be making a few more end zone sermons
this year. Although, my old
buddy Red Harper offered to
trade me the talented Dolphin
duo of Ricky Williams and David
Boston for Priest and that's a deal
ain't no one can pass that up.
C and V: Daryl, we could pass
that deal up real quick because
Boston is out for the season with
a knee injury and Ricky Williams
retired from football to smoke
pot and follow around Lenny
Kravitz. If we were you, we
wouldn't go bet our trailer down
by the river on this season of fantasy football.

484aor

We would like to apologise to

Molly Rallo

-
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Poised and ready Volleyball tries to block foes
C
comes back
midfielder
Brian Goche '05 and starter David
Damon '05. The defensive unit
will once again be a strong part of
the team due to the return of last
year's strongest defensive line.
The line is led by two time
selection Andrew Debord
'05, who looks to have another

By Dan Kremer
Staff Writer

All-NCA-

The men's soccer team had a
great season last year, but the season was not completely satisfying
due to the disappointment of the
NCAC tournament held at the end
of the season when they lost in the

All-Regi-

--

A large number of experienced
veterans combined with an equal
number of new first years appears
to make the College of Wooster
volleyball team very competitive
this season. Voted to finish fifth
within the nine team conference,
the Scots are looking to surprise
and finish well above their ranking. The Scots are led by nine
returning players and added eight
talented first years.
"We have sophomores and juniors who have experience and
they bring leadership, the first
years are talented and allow us to
have depth in all positions," said
Mary Kate Fowkes '06 and Katie
Marco '06.
Fowkes,. the libero and a team
captain is one of the players looking to lead the team back to the
top of the NCAC, along with
classmates Marco, Tiffany Rice
'06 and Laura Ciriegio '06.
Rice has been a leading outside
hitter in the conference the last
two years, after recovering from
an illness during the later part of
last season. She is looking to
return to the top this year. Rice is
also
with Fowkes.
Marco and Ciriegio have been
solid contributors in the last two
seasons. Marco is a solid hitter
and blocker while Ciriegio is a
major player in the back row.
"Post scrimmage things
well, we are senior less but
and sophomores pro-jyijuniors
our
a core group of experience
and serve as great floor leaders for
the first years. We are also looking
to build upon that group, while
several of the first years are playing very well on the varsity level,"
said Coach Terri Mason.
Erin Schaffner '07, Ashley
Quisenberry '07 and Sarah
Marschall '07 were solid contributors last season in both the front
and back row. Schaffner lead the
team in kills during her freshman
campaign while Quisenberry
topped the team in blocks.
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Adam Milligan '05 tries to get past his defender in a preseason practice in order to be ready for their first game against Carthage College
at the Marietta Tournament (Photo by Sajal Sthapit).
NCAC finals. This year's soccer
team is poised and talented
enough to make sure that this season is completely satisfying.
With most of the starters return1-ing-,
the Scots team is loaded with
experience and talent.
0
"We have a lot of returning
players and should be able to go
far," said defender Nate Little '06
about the excitement of the team.
There-shou-

beTioiackof

ld

offense for the Scots this year
because the top five scorers from
last year's team return.
The offense will be led by last
playyear's NCAC
er of the year, Andrew Milligan
'05. Milligan looks to have the
best year of his excellent career
and is on pace to become only the
Co-Offensi-

ve

third men's soccer player in
Wooster history to have 100
points in his career. Two other
major offensive players for the
Scots are Brian Conaway '06 and
Jung Kim '06. Conaway made the
team his first two years
and Kim led the team in assists
last year.
The midfield is the one area that
lost a major starter, but it wel- all-regi-

on

excellent season. The line also
includes Chris Sirois '05, a second team
selection last
year, Gerry Ocker '05, an honorable mention
selection
last year, and Tim Presto '07.
David Treleven '06 will be in
goal for the third straight year and
comes into the season with 87
saves and 20 goals allowed.
Treleven and the defense recorded
shutoiusin half of their games last
year and should be able to add
more shutouts with another year
of experience.
The schedule includes several
challenging opponents, but the
team will be especially focused
when Ohio Wesleyan comes to
town on Sept.' 29. Weslyan has
defeated the Scots in the NCAC
tournament the last two seasons
and the Scots will be out to
prove that this year's tournament will result in a Wooster
championship.
. The. Scots will start off their
season at a tournament in Marietta
this weekend against Carthage.
Then they will play five
games in order to prepare
for rivals OWU on Sept. 29.
All-NCA-

"

co-capt-

C

All-NCA-

C,

.

non-leag-

ue

off seasons.

By Michelle Erickson
Staff Writer

their advantage. The level of
play and talent has been raised,
making everybody more competitive and improving their
games," said Mason.
Emily Baab '08, Erin Wright
'08 and Ashley Baker '08 are
also looking to earn spots in the
front row.
"We had a 'solid off season,
where everybody worked hard to

de

Quisenberry also lead the
team with a school record 66
aces. Marschall was a solid
player in the middle along with
contributing in the back row.
The three look to return this season better than ever after quality
.

.

improve their games, along with
and
conditioning.
strength
Because of this I think we are
going to surprise a lot of people,"
said Fowkes and Marco.
The team begins their season
this weekend with an eight team
tournament in Marietta before
returning home for their first conference game against Allegheny
College Sept. 8.
The Marietta Tournament will
kick off with the Scots taking on
Carlow College at 5:30 p.m. Also
in Wooster's pool is Washington
and Jefferson College who will
take on the Scots at 8:30 p.m.
later opening night. The last
game of the first pool play takes
place at 9 a.m. against Marietta
College on Saturday morning.
Following round-robi- n
play,
semi-finand champithe
onship games will take place at
noon and then at 3 p.m. on
Saturday afternoon. A win in the
tournament will set their season
off on the right foot.
al

Looking to continue
dominance in NCAC

ain

are-goin-

.

Kristin Triebel '07 and Emily
Brock '07 are also looking to earn
regular spots on the floor. Triebel
is a defensive specialist while
Brock piays in the front row.
Heather Wolff '08 and Carolyn
Ciriegio '08 are looking to make
immediate impacts on the court.
Wolff will take over the setting
duties from Fowkes and lead the
offense while Ciriegio is helping
to anchor the defense.
"There is a ton of talent among
the first years, they have plenty
of height, while having 17 players on the roster is working to
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Having lost four first-teaall conference players, the field hockey
in
team remains confident
their chances of winning an NCAC title.
The Scots have five full-tim- e
starters and several other veterans who
have been waiting patiently for their time to shine, along with five
first years (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
m
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Football sets sights on championship campaign
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By Molly Rallo
Sports Editor
of

College

Wooster
Fighting Scots football team is
looking to finally reach their
goals of being named North Coast
Athletic Conference Champions
and receiving a bid into the
NCAA Division III playoffs in
this upcoming 2004 season.
The past couple years, the
Scots have been incredibly close
to retrieving both, but their mere
five losses in the past two years
have held them back.
- This year, just like last year, the
Scots are ranked
number one in the conference. "It doesn't matter what we are ranked.
What the
polls say
doesn't matter until we actually go
out there and win the games we are
suppose to win. We have been
ranked in this position before and
have come up short This is mine
and the rest of the seniors last
chance to prove ourselves," said
Tony Sutton '05.
An important quality of the
Wooster Scots this year is their
leadership. With 19 returning seniors, the role is not only taken from
the four captains, Sutton, Bobby
Vega '05, Jim Wallace '05 and Tim
Cline '05, but in all the seniors
who want to make their final year
memorable.
"There were four guys nominated to be captains, but really the
whole senior class takes the leadership role as its responsibility.
When there is an issue, as a class
we get together, discuss, and come
up with a decision. Really there are
19 captains, not just the four that
were elected," said Sutton.
The Scots' goals are realistic,
with their 17 returning starters and
18 returning letter winners, highlighted by two time All American
pre-seas-

pre-seas-

m

Even though many starters are
back this year, it does not mean
that they are guaranteed a starting
position because other players are
fighting for spots' also. Kevin

on

be stepping in.
"We are taking it one day at a
time. We are not worried about
others stepping in because we do
have experience in every position.
We can't dwell on the fact that we
lost some great, players. Instead
we look at the great players we
have to get the job done. We just
know they will be able to step up
with their turn," said Sutton.
Some of the experienced playall league
ers include second-teasafety Brian Kight '05 along with
comers Jessie Koski '05 and Ryan
Jayne '05. Kight, a free safety, is
coming off of a breakout season
where he had 81 tackles and four
interceptions.
Koski who had 49"tackles and
one pick and Jayne who had 47
tackles and two interceptions both
at cornerback bring experience to
the team.
In the strong safety position,
Chris Craig '07 and Darren
Farmer '07 along with Brad
Michel '06 all have viable chances
after an impressive training camp.
With lots of experience and
leadership, the Scots football team
looks to make an impression on the
NCAC. The season starts off with
a
game on Sat, Sept. 4
at 1 p.m. against Muskingum
College, a team Wooster has not
played since 1983.

Bobby Reiff '07. The quarterback
will look to wide receivers Tim
Slovensky
'05 and Richie
McNally '05, who combined for
44 receptions and 672 yards in
2003, to have a big year.
Defensively, the Scots are returning seven players, who ranked third
in the NCAC last fall. Among the
seven are first team all conference
picks Cline at middle linebacker
and Joe Kearney '05 at defensive
tackle. Cline has led the team in
tackles the past three years while
Kearney, who is returning healthy
after a nagging foot problem, has
9.5 career sacks and eight blocked
kicks going into his senior year.
.
The trio of defensive-enAndy
Mizak '07 and linebackers Andre
Smith '07 and Vega combined for
169 tackles and 12 quarterback
hurries in 2003 and are looking for
an even, better season in 2004.
Defensive end Dan Kremer '06
came back bigger and healthier
this season and looks to build on
last years 15 tackles. One of the
other promising ends is Evan
Watson '07 who showed potential
on special teams and as a line- -,
backer last season.
The Scots secondary is a little
different this year after losing Nick
Hajjar "04 and Kevin Rooker '04
to graduation. It does not worry the
team though that new people will
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running back Sutton. In just 18
games at Wooster, Sutton has run
for 3,372 yards and 45 touchdowns. Not only did Sutton
receive First-TeaAll American

Scots football prepares for Saturday's game (Photo by Sajal Sthapit).
last year, but he was also a nominee of the Melberger Award which
is given to the Division III
National Player of the Year.
Sutton will not be the only one
on the Scots offense to make a difference this year. Looking for the
number two running back position
are Sean Anderson '06, Allen
Skinner '05 and Kevin Williams
'07 who converted 116 yards as a
first-yein 2003.
After losing fullback Rob
Hooper '04, the Scots are looking
to Dave Rieth '07, David Miller
'07 and Jeff Dauer '08 to fill in.
Wooster's offensive line, which
ranked seventh in the nation last
fall, has four returning linemen
including Justin Sloan, Wallace
and Matt Jackson '05, all of whom
have received NCAC honors. The
last is Rick Drushal '07 at left
tackle, who received
honors as a first year in 2003.

Spragg '07, Steve Alpeter '06,
Mark Lightfoot '05, and Jim
Sliwinski '07 are among those
fighting for positions.
With a year under his belt, quarterback Justin Schafer '07 is looking to have a big year. As a first
year, he earned honorable mention
all conference while starting all 10
games. Two other capable backups
for Schafer are J.D. Lyle '05 and
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2004 Preseason Men's
Soccer Poll
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